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Abstract . In this paper, we use a graded BDI agent model based on 
multi-context systems to specify an architecture for a Travel Assistant 
Agent that helps a tourist to choose holiday packages. We outline the 
theories of the different contexts and the bridge rules and illustrate the 
overall reasoning process of our model. 

1 Introduction 

Nowadays, an increasing number of multiagent systems (MAS) are being de
signed and implemented. Several theories and architectures have been proposed 
to give these systems a formal support. Among them, a well-known intentional 
formal approach is the BDI architecture proposed by Rao and GeorgefF [12]. 
This model is based on the explicit representation of the agent's beliefs (B), 
its desires (D), and its intentions (I). Indeed, this architecture has evolved over 
time and it has been applied, to some extent, in several of the most significant 
multiagent applications developed up to now. 

On the other hand, knowledge representation and reasoning under uncer
tainty is an important traditional AI research field. In the recent past, approx
imate reasoning models have been used to help knowledge based systems to be 
more flexible and useful for real applications. In the frame of multiagents sys
tems, i.e. in a distributed platform of autonomous, proactive, reactive and social 
agents, we wonder how the ideas underlying approximate reasoning could be ex
tended and applied to these systems to enhance their knowledge representation 
capabilities. Actually, most of agent architectures proposed do not account for 
uncertain or gradual information. There are a few works that partially address 
this issue and emphasize the importance of graded models. Notably, Parsons 
and Giorgini [11] consider in the BDI model the belief quantification by using 
Evidence Theory. They also set out the importance of quantifying degrees in 
desires and intentions, but this aspect is not addressed in their work. 
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We consider that making the BDI architecture more flexible, will allow lis 
to design and develop agents potentially capable to have a better performance 
in uncertain and dynamic environments. Along this research line we are con
cerned with developing a general model for Graded BDI Agents, specifying an 
architecture able to deal with the environment uncertainty and with graded 
mental attitudes, see [2, 3] for first results. In these works, belief degrees repre
sent to what extent the agent believes a formula is true. Degrees of positive or 
negative desires allow the agent to set different levels of preference or rejection 
respectively. Intention degrees give also a preference measure but, in this case, 
modeling the cost/benefit trade off of reaching an agent's goal. Then, agents 
having different kinds of behavior can be modeled on the basis of the represen
tation and interaction of these three attitudes. The graded BDI model we have 
developed is based on the notion of multi-context system (MCS) introduced 
by Giunchiglia et.al. [5] in order to help in the design of complex logical sys
tems. This framework allows the definition of different formal components and 
their interrelation. In our approach, we use separate contexts to represent each 
modality and formalize each context with the most appropriate logic apparatus. 
The interactions between the components are specified by using inter-unit rules, 
called bridge rules. This approach has been used previously to model agent ar
chitectures as in [10], as a framework where the different components of the 
architecture and their interactions can be neatly represented. 

Recently, the Artificial Intelligence community has made a great effort in 
the development of recommender systems and intelligent agents to help users 
confronted with situations in which they have too many options to choose from. 
These systems assist users to explore and to filter out their preferences from 
a number of different possibilities, many of them coming from the Web. A 
complete taxonomy of recommender systems can be found in [9]. Between their 
potential applications, the tourist domain seems to be a good candidate as the 
offers of tourism products are in constant growth. In this paper, using the graded 
BDI agent model presented in [2] and extended in [3], we propose an specific 
architecture for a Travel Assistant Agent, a recommender agent that helps a 
tourist to choose holiday packages in Argentina. For this purpose, we present 
the necessary theories for the different contexts and some of the bridge rules. 
In particular, we introduce some changes in the previously proposed Intention 
context [2, 3]. In order to evaluate the intention degree of a formula, other 
variables are taken into account and a set of more flexible functions is defined. 
In [3] we introduced a Social Context to filter the agent's incoming information, 
considering the trust in other agents. In this paper, we also extend this Social 
Context in order to represent the trust needed to decide whether or not to 
delegate some plans in other agents. By means of this recommender agent, our 
aim is to illustrate how our model can be used to specify particular agents 
that operate with graded attitudes and also to illustrate the overall reasoning 
process of our model. 

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the Graded BDI agent 
model is introduced. In Section 3 we specify the Travel Assistant Agent and 
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in its different subsections, its contexts and some of the main bridge rules are 
described. Finally, in Section 4 we present some conclusions and future work. 

2 Graded BDI agent model 

The architecture proposed is inspired by the work of Parsons et.al. [10] about 
multi-context BDI agents. The MCS specification of an agent contains three 
basic components: units or contexts, logics, and bridge rules, which channel 
the propagation of consequences among theories. Thus, an agent is defined as a 
group of interconnected units: {{Ci}^^j , Ai,r), where each context Cj 6 {Ci}^^j 
is the tuple Cj = (L,, Ai, Ai) where L,, Ai and Ai are the language, axioms, and 
inference rules respectively. When a theory Tj e Lj is associated with each unit, 
the specification of a particular agent is complete. The deduction mechanism 
of these systems is based on two kinds of inference rules, internal rules Ai, 
and bridge rules Abr, which allow to embed formulae into a context whenever 
the conditions of the bridge rule are satisfied. In our model, we have mental 
contexts to represent beliefs (BC), desires (DC), intentions (IC), and a social 
context (SC) which represents the trust in other agents. We also consider two 
functional contexts: for Planning (PC) and Communication (CC). In summary, 
the BDI agent model is defined as: Ag = {{BC, DC, IC, SC, PC, CC}, Atr)-

The overall behavior of the system will depend of the logic representation 
of each intentional notion in the different contexts and the bridge rules. Figure 
1 shows the graded BDI agent proposed with the different contexts and some 
of the bridge rules relating them. 

,, .«'.\r DC 
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.- iC , 
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m 
Fig. 1. Multicontext model of a graded BDI agent 

In order to represent and reason about graded notions of beliefs, desires and 
intentions, we use a modal many-valued approach [7] where uncertainty reason
ing is dealt with by defining suitable modal theories over suitable many-valued 
logics. For instance, let us consider a Belief context where belief degrees are 
to be modeled as probabilities. Then, for each classical formula (/?, we consider 
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a modal formula Bip which is interpreted as "</? is probable". This modal for
mula Bip is then a fuzzy formula which may be more or less true, depending on 
the probability of '^. In particular, we can take as truth-value of Bip precisely 
the probability of (p. Moreover, using a many-valued logic, we can express the 
governing axioms of probability theory as logical axioms involving modal for
mulae. Then, the many-valued logic machinery can be used to reason about the 
modal formulae Bip, which faithfully respect the uncertainty model chosen to 
represent the degrees of belief. To set up an adequate axiomatization for our 
belief context logic we need to combine axioms for the crisp formulae, axioms 
of Lukasiewicz logic for modal formulae, and additional axioms for B-modal 
formulae according to the probabilistic semantics of the B operator. The same 
many-valued logic approach is used to represent and reason under graded at
titudes in the other mental contexts. The formalization of the adequate logics 
for the different contexts are described in [2, 3]. 

3 A Travel Assistant Agent 

We have designed a Travel Assistant Agent (T-Agent) as an example of rec-
ommender agent using our graded BDI agent model. The T-Agent will be in 
charge of looking for different holidays plans in Argentina, in order to satisfy the 
desires of a tourist. The plan the T-Agent is expected to offer must be the best 
choice among the tourist packages supplied by a set of operators. The T-Agent 
will decide which plan to recommend, taking into account the interests of the 
tourist, the expected satisfaction of the preferences by the plan, its cost and the 
trust in the plan supplier. A schematic view of the T-agent and its interaction 
with the different tourist operators and the user is illustrated in Figure 2. 

. T-operator i ,'T-operator 2, 
. •« _ _ 

T-operator», 

p 

Fig. 2. The multiagent environment of the T-Agent 

In the following subsections we outline the particular characteristics of the 
different contexts, specifying the necessary theories to complete the multicon-
text specification of the T-Agent. 
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3.1 Belief Context 

The purpose of this context is to model the agent's beliefs about the envi
ronment. In order to represent beliefs, we use modal many-valued formulae, 
following the above mentioned logical framework and considering probability 
theory as its uncertainty model. In order to define the base (crisp) language, 
we extend a propositional language L to represent actions, taking advantage of 
Dynamic logic [2]. These actions, the environment transformations they cause, 
and their associated cost must be part of any situated agent's belief set. The 
propositional language L is thus extended to LD, by adding to it action modal
ities of the form [a] where a is an action or plan. The interpretation of [a] 95 
is "after the execution of a, cp is true". We define a modal language BC over 
the language Lo to reason about the belief on crisp propositions. To do so, we 
extend the language LQ with a (fuzzy) unary modal operator JB. If </? € LD, 
the intended meaning of Bip is that "(/P is probable". Then the B-modal formu
lae are built from elementary modal formulae Bip, and truth constants, using 
the connectives of Lukasiewicz many-valued logic ( ^ L , &). In this logic, modal 
formulae of the type f —^l, Bip express that the probability of ip is at least r 
and will be denoted as {Bip,r). 

The theory for the BC of the T-Agent contains: 

- General knowledge about the tourism and Argentinian regions and destina
tions, the geographic characteristic of each region, activities allowed in each 
place, among others. We structure this knowledge inspired by existing tourism 
ontologies. 

- Information about the tourist plans that the different operators provide. The 
plans are tourist packages and include the supplier, the cost and description 
of itinerary. They are structured as follows: 

package ::= {ID,Operator,Cost, [traveli, stayi, ...,traveln, stayn,traveln+-[]) 

where traveli is a description of the travel characteristics (e.g. type of trans
portation, travel length, etc.) and stayi includes destination, number of days, 
type of accommodation and activities. Each travel^ and stayi is considered 
as atomic sub-plans of a set 77o, amenable to satisfy desires. Packages P sue 
therefore modeled as composed plans, ap € IJ, alternating travel and stay 
sub-plans. 

- Beliefs about how possible desires D (e.g. going to a mountain place or mak
ing rafting) are satisfied after executing different plans a € U. Following 
the model presented, the truth-value of B{[a]D) is the probability of having 
D after following plan a. For instance, the formula (B[Atuel7]rafting, 0.9) 
expresses that the probability of satisfying the goal of making rafting as a 
consequence of the execution of the plan Atuell is greater than 0.9. 
If a package P is composed by a number of subplans a, 6 BQ, that is 
ap = a i ; . . . , ; a „ , the truth-value r of B{[ap]D) will depend on the prob
abilities Tj of having D after the execution of the sub-plan Oj. Depend
ing on the user's preferences of having the satisfaction of his desire in all 
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the sub-plans, in at least one of thena, in most of them, ..., we include 
the following axiom in this context to model these possible preferences: 
(B([a i ]D) , r i ) A ... A (B(K]Z?) , r„) ^ ( i?([ap]P), ®i=i,„ri), where 0 is an 
appropriate aggregation operator. 

3.2 Desire Context 

In this context, we represent the agent's desires. Desires represent the agent's 
ideal preferences regardless of the agent's current perception of the environment 
and regardless of the cost involved in actually achieving them. Inspired by the 
works on bipolarity representation of preferences by Benferhat et.al. [1], we 
suggest to formalize agent's desires also as positive and negative. Positive desires 
represent what the agent would like to be the case. Negative desires correspond 
to what the agent rejects or does not want to occur. Both, positive and negative 
desires can be graded. As for the BC language, the language DC is defined as 
an extension of a prepositional language L by introducing two (fuzzy) modal 
operators £)"*" and D~. D'^ip reads as "ip is positively desired" and its truth 
degree represents the agent's level of satisfaction would if become true. D~(fi 
reads as "^ is negatively desired" and its truth degree represents the agent's 
measure of disgust on tp becoming true. 

In this context the tourist's desires will be expressed by a theory containing 
quantitative expressions about positive and negative preferences. These formu
lae express in different degrees what the tourist desires, e.g. {D'^(mountain), 0.8) 
or {D'^{rafting),0.6), or what it rejects, e.g. {D^{northregion),0.9)). These 
desires are the proactive elements of the recommender T-Agent and they start 
a chain of intra and inter-context deductions in order to determine which is the 
best touristic plan to recommend to the user. 

3.3 Social Context 

The aim of considering a Social Context (SC) in the T-agent architecture is to 
model the social aspects of agency. To do so, a key issue is the modeling of the 
agent's trust on other agents. In an agent community different kinds of trust are 
needed and should be modeled [4]. In [3] we used the notion of trust to asses 
the quality of the information received from other agents. Here, we consider 
the trust in the touristic package suppliers that interact with the T-Agent in 
order to evaluate the risk of touristic plans. Assuming we have a multiagent 
system scenario with a finite set of agents: {agenti}, i G IAG, the language 
for this context is a basic language L extended by a family of modal operators 
Tij, where i,j 6 IAG- We consider the trust of an agenti toward an agentj 
about if, Tijip, may be graded taking values in [0,1], to express different levels 
of trust. Like in the other contexts, we use a many-valued approach for trust 
modelling. When the agent holding the trust is clear from the context we remove 
its subindex, that is, Tijif becomes Tjip. As for the modal formulae, we follow 
the intuition that the trust oiipAip may be taken as the minimum of the trusts 
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in ^p and in i/', hence we interpret the trust operator Tĵ - as a necessity measure 
on non-modal formulae, adding the corresponding axiomatics. The theory for 
SC in the T-Agent has formulae like (Tj[a](^,t) expressing that the trust of 
the T-Agent toward an agentj about a plan a directed to a goal y>, has degree 
greater than t. For this application, we consider that the trust depends only on 
the kind of touristic plan that the operator offers. Hence, we have proposed a 
plan classification based on a tourism ontology. For instance, we consider the 
region of the country as a classification element, since there are tour-operators 
that are good for plans in a particular region, but not in others. We believe that 
the trust in a provider agentj is fundamental for the T-Agent to evahiate the 
risk in endorsing a plan a offered by agentj. Then, as it was mentioned in the 
IC description, we introduce the trust degree as another variable that must be 
weighted in the computation of the intention degree. In previous works as in [8], 
it was considered that the plan quality could be computed as a weighted sum 
of a standard rating (combination of the benefit obtained by the plan execution 
and its cost) and a cooperative rating (evaluated from the trust in the agents 
involved). For the T-Agent, we propose a weighted combination of the different 
variables that is formalized in a bridge rule (see (1) in subsection 3.6). 

3.4 Intention Context 

This unit is used to represent the agent's intentions. Together with the desires, 
they represent the agent's preferences. However, we consider that intentions 
cannot depend just on the benefit of reaching a goal ip, but also on the world's 
state and the cost of transforming it into one where the formula ip is true. 
By allowing degrees in intentions we represent a measure of the cost/benefit 
relation involved in the agent's actions towards the goal. Moreover, when the 
execution of a plan involves the delegation of some actions to other agents, 
there is some risk that must be contemplated. We present two kinds of graded 
intentions, intention of a formula (p considering the execution of a particularly 
plan a, noted /«</?, and the final intention to ip, noted lip, which take into 
account the best path to reach </?. Then, for each a G i7 we introduce a modal 
operator / „ , and a modal operator J, in the same way as we did in the other 
contexts. The intention to make (p true must be the consequence of finding a 
feasible plan Q, that permits to achieve a state of the world where 'p holds. 

A theory for IC in the T-Agent represents those desires the user can intend 
by different feasible plans. Using this set of graded intentions, the T-Agent de
rives the final intention and the best recommended touristic plan. This theory is 
initially empty and will receive from a suitable bridge rule formulae like (/(^t^,z) 
for all the desires ip and for all the feasible plans a that the Planner context 
PC finds (see subsection 3.5). We consider that the degree of the intention is a 
function of different variables: the degree d of the desire that intents to satisfy 
{D+ip,d), the de gree of belief r of having the desire after the execution of the 
plan {B[a]ip,r), the normalized cost of the plan c, and the reputation of the 
tourist supplier a of the plan (To[a]ip,t). The intention degree is computed as 
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some weighted average i = f{d,r,c,t \ Wd,Wr,Wc,Wt) by a bridge rule (see (1) 
in subsection 3.6) that gathers the different degrees d, r, c, t from the appropri
ate units and their corresponding weights Wd,Wr,Wc,wt are set to match the 
tourist's requirements and constraints. For instance, a tourist with little money 
will increase the weight of the minimum cost criterion and a distrustful user will 
give more importance to the trust factor. Different functions will define distinct 
behaviors of the T-Agent. Moreover, for a particular function / , by choosing 
diverse set of weights the T-Agent can reach different degrees of intentions for 
a goal I,? by a plan a. This allows the T-Agent to take more flexible decisions 
modeling the user's needs. 

3.5 Planner and Communication Contexts 

The nature of these contexts is functional and they are essential components of 
our model. In this work we only draft their functionalities in relation with the 
mental contexts presented. The Planner Context (PC) has to look for feasible 
plans in a repository of the touristic packages offered by the different supplier 
agents. All the touristic plans offered are introduced in the PC via the Commu
nication Context. Within this context, we propose to use a first order language 
restricted to Horn clauses, where a theory of planning includes at least the 
following special predicates: 

- plan(a, P, A, c) where Q € i7 is the toiiristic package, P is the set of 
preconditions; A are the postconditions and c € [0,1] is the normalised cost. 

- fplanfifi, a, P, A, r, c) representing the feasible plan a towards the goal 
(f, where r is the belief degree of actually achieving tp by performing plan a. 

- bestplan((p, a, P, A, r, c) similar to the previous one, but only one instance 
with the best feasible plan is generated. 

Each plan in order to satisfy a goal ip must be feasible, that is, the current 
state of the world must satisfy the preconditions, the plan must make true 
the positive desire the plan is built for, and cannot have any negative desire 
as post-condition. These feasible plans are computed within this unit using 
an appropriate planner that takes into account beliefs and desires injected by 
bridge rules from the BC and DC units respectively. 

The Communication unit (CC) makes it possible to encapsulate the agent's 
internal structure by having a unique and well-defined interface with the en
vironment. The theory inside this context will take care of the sending and 
receiving of messages to and from other agents in the multiagent society where 
our graded BDI agent lives. 

3.6 Bridge Rules 

For our T-Agent, we define a collection of basic bridge rules to set the interre
lations between contexts. In this Section we comment the most relevant rules 
and we give an overview of how the T-Agent works. 

As already mentioned in the previous section, there are bridge rules from 
BC and DC to PC that, from the positive and negative desires, the beliefs of 
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the agent regarding what the user can or cannot achieve through a particular 
plan, generate predicate instances in the PC unit that are used by the planner 
program to build the feasible plans. 

Regarding intentions, there is a bridge rule that infers the degree of la'-f 
for each feasible plan a that allows to achieve the goal tp. The intention degree 
is thought as a trade-off among the benefit of reaching a goal, the cost of the 
plan and the trust in its provider. The following bridge rule computes this value 
from the degree of D^ip, the degree of belief B[o](^, the cost of the plan a and 
the trust t in the tourist supplier o: 

DC : {D+^, d),PC: fplanj^, a, P, A, r, c), SC : (T„[a](^, t) 

IC:{hpJ{d,r,c,t)) ^' 

Different functions / allow to model different agent behaviors. For instance, 
if we consider an equilibrated agent the function might be defined as a weighted 
average, where the different weights Wj are set according to the user's interests: 
f{d, r, C, t) = {Wdd + WrT + Wc ( 1 - c ) + Wtt) I {Wd + Wr + Wc + Wt) 

The information supplied by the above bridge rule to the IC unit allows this 
unit to derive, for each goal ip, a formula {lip, i) where i is the maximum degree 
of all the {Ia'P>; ia) formulas, where a is a feasible plan for (p. The plan a;, that 
allows to get the maximum intention degree i to '-p will be set by the PC unit 
as the best plan. Finally, we also need rules to establish the agent's interaction 
with the user, meaning that if the T-Agent intends ip at degree i-max, then the 
T-Agent will recommend the plan ai, -bestplan- that will allow the tourist to 
reach the most intended goal (p: 

IC : (I(p, imax), PC : bestplan{(p, ab, P, A, c) 

CC : C{recx)m,m.ends{a.i,)) 

3.7 Implementation 

We are now implementing a prototype of this T-Agent in a multi thread ver
sion of prolog. Following previous work on implementation of BDI agents [6], we 
are implementing each mental unit (BC, DC, IC and SC) as a prolog thread, 
equipped with its own meta-interpreter. The meta-interpreter purpose is to 
manage inter-thread communication, i.e. all processes regarding bridge rule fir
ing and assertion of bridge rule conclusions into the corresponding contexts. 
For efficiency reasons, the PC is implemented in the same thread than the BC 
as they have fluid information interchange when looking for feasible plans. The 
Communication unit is planned to be implemented in Java as a graphical user 
interface. This unit will be also in charge of the interchange of messages with 
the touristic supplier agents. 

4 Conclusions and Future Work 

We have presented a Travel Assistant Agent specification using our graded 
BDI agent model. This model allows us to define architectures that explicitly 
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represent the uncertainty of beliefs, graded desires and intentions. Using this 
framework we defined the T-Agent, a recommender agent for touristic plans in 
Argentina. The user's profile is incorporated in the T-Agent by introducing his 
preferences (positive and negative) and the importance he gives to the different 
variables that weigh in the selection of the plan. This profile together with the 
touristic information, constitute the knowledge base for the T-Agent's reason
ing. With the specification of this concrete agent we aim at showing that our 
general model is useful and flexible to define particular recommender agents. As 
for future work, we are working to complete the implementation of the T-Agent 
architecture presented. This will also allow us to implement a number of par
ticular agents of the T-Agent's family. These specific instances will be obtained 
by modifying different elements of the model, as the uncertainty model used 
in the mental contexts or the function that determines the intention degree, 
among others. This implementation will allow us to experiment and validate 
the formal model proposed. 
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